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2 Pieces for 4 Brothers for recorder, viola, tuba, piano
quartet and strings
1 Flow
[3.13]
2 Groove
[3.22]
Hanke Brothers

3 Winds of Change for piano and strings

[2.54]

Oliver Davis piano

4 Mirror for soprano, piano and glass harmonica [2.37]
Grace Davidson soprano
Oliver Davis piano and glass harmonica
Words by Simon Littlefield

5 Every Day

[2.52]

Grace Davidson soprano
Air Chamber Ensemble
Emma Heathcote and Jonathan Hill violins and violas
Katherine Jenkinson cello
Oliver Davis piano and additional vocals
Sam Ewens trumpet
Jack Reddick flute, clarinet and baritone sax
Words by Simon Littlefield

Arboretum Suite for solo violin and strings
6 Aspen

7 Açai Palm
8 The Vanishing Mahogany of the Amazon
9 Mountain Hemlock

[1.55]
[4.04]
[2.28]

Kerenza Peacock violin

Mountain Songs for tenor and strings
0 Compass
q How Long
w Who Owns the Mountain

[2.38]
[2.59]
[2.32]

Jeremy Budd tenor
Words by Simon Littlefield

The Veil Between Worlds a ballet in 5 movements
e I
r II
t III
y IV
u V

[22.30]
[4.52]
[3.04]
[3.43]
[5.06]
[5.26]

for solo violin and orchestra
Benjamin Baker solo violin
Kerenza Peacock additional solo violin (IV & V)
Katherine Jenkinson cello (IV)
Elsbet Remijn piano (I & V)

[2.56]

Total timings:

[56.41]

BENJAMIN BAKER violin | JEREMY BUDD tenor | GRACE DAVIDSON soprano | KERENZA PEACOCK violin
KATHERINE JENKINSON cello | ELSBET REMIJN piano | THE HANKE BROTHERS
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA | PAUL BATEMAN conductor
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The Hanke Brothers and I have worked together
on several projects since they commissioned me
to compose The Elements in 2018. Flow is a gently
paced piece with a lilting melody, which is played
in different combinations by all four soloists.
Initially it was written as a chamber piece but I felt
the additional string orchestra would enhance the
work. Groove was conceived from the outset as a
work for the Hanke Brothers and string orchestra,
making use of energetic staccato string patterns
against jaunty melodic themes in the solo parts.

instruments. I created a choral effect by recording
Grace Davidson’s voice in multiple layers with
additional vocals by myself.
For many years Kerenza Peacock and I have been
discussing the concept of a piece about trees.
One day I received in the post from her a book
by Annie Davidson entitled ‘How to be More
Tree’. This brilliant book became the inspiration
for Arboretum. The first tree I decided to write
about was the Aspen. I read that Aspen trees work
together sharing water and nutrients through their
root system, so only as a community can they
grow in strength. Aspen is followed by Açai Palm,
a tree which is native to Brazil and Argentina,
hence the Latin American feel of this movement.
The score is marked pizzicato, the plucked sound
further accentuating the South American rhythms.
The Vanishing Mahogany of the Amazon naturally
has a very sombre feel, although the major key
ending of this movement reflects the hope that
we may still manage to save the rain forests. The
last movement describes my response to the
description of the Mountain Hemlock. I wanted to
create rhythms that depicted this beautiful tree
swaying in the mountain winds.

Winds of Change is a single movement work for
piano and strings. I expanded this piece from a
short improvisation, adding the string parts at
the last minute just before entering the studios to
record the orchestra.
Simon Littlefield wrote a collection of poems in the
Summer of 2021 following a discussion we had
about exploring the natural world. When I first read
the poem Mirror, I wrote a song with a deliberately
sparse accompaniment. Given the title, the
co-producer suggested using a glass harmonica
in combination with the piano. Not owning one,
I decided to make my own by selecting different
sized wine glasses from the kitchen cupboard
and filling them with varying amounts of water!
Every Day, in contrast, uses a very wide range of

Mountain Songs are three poems by Simon
Littlefield that I have set to music. They are
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performed on this recording by tenor Jeremy
Budd. Though written in 6/8, Compass has a
waltz feel in the accompanying strings and is
punctuated by each direction being sung at the
end of each of the four verses; North, East, South
and West. When I first read the poem How Long
it had an instant impact on me and the song, for
want of a better description, literally wrote itself.
Who Owns The Mountain could have been scored a
number of different ways but I opted for a positive
response to the questions the poem asks.
Though this album explores themes of the
natural world, The Veil Between Worlds is a
ballet that has other worldly insights: in the
choreographer’s own words ‘our common search
for spiritual and physical connection’. The ballet
was commissioned by Pacific Northwest Ballet
and written for choreographer Edwaard Liang.
I originally scored the work in Autumn 2019
ready for its premiere in Summer 2020, which
was subsequently delayed for a year owing to
the pandemic. Written as a violin concerto,
the work opens with a movement in 5/4. This
unconventional time signature for ballet is
compensated by a strong pulse, giving the
choreographer a meter to work to. The second
movement relies on a recurring chord that
first appears as pure string harmonics. Since
-4-

harmonics are high in pitch by their nature this
allowed the unusual arrangement of the violin
solo being substantially lower in pitch than the
accompaniment. Though the third movement
also contains string harmonics, in contrast it’s a
faster paced and more aggressive section of the
ballet. Much of the orchestral and solo parts are
accompanied by a repeated pattern played by
the violas which forms an undulating ‘bed’. In the
following slow movement I wished to develop a
serene atmosphere comprising of multiple solo
lines which are at times fast moving against a very
slow orchestral chord sequence. After establishing
the theme with a single violin accompanied by that
chord sequence, the solo violin is joined by two
additional violin solos and eventually the original
violin solo theme is coupled with a cello solo, here
played by Katherine Jenkinson. The last movement
has a sense of fun to it, and is quite mischievous
in feel. For much of the movement the solo violin,
played here by Ben Baker, is in a duet with an
additional solo violin part, performed in this
recording by Kerenza Peacock.

on choreographers and dancers during this
period, Edwaard choreographed a stunning ballet,
performed and staged beautifully by Pacific
Northwest Ballet.

This is the tree
This is the fruit
This is the heart
This is the root

Oliver Davis

This is you
This is me

Owing to the long period of time between the
music being completed and the ballet being
staged, it was all the more moving when I
eventually watched the premiere streamed live
from Seattle. Despite all the restrictions imposed

This is the day
This is the night
This is the land
This is the sea

TEXTS

This is the way
This is the forest
This is the song
This is the mountain

4 Mirror
I see myself in mountain lake
On towering peak
In flowering cloud

0 - w Mountain Songs

I follow thoughts down slipping stream
On stuttering wings
As if a dream

Compass
When I was no older than the clouds
I saw a comet wrapped in grey
In daylight like a burning coal
North

I catch wild glimpse in river wide
In ocean roar
The rising tide

When I first crossed the stream and wandered
I heard a bird sing, Repent
Not knowing what it meant
East

5 Every Day

When I approached the mountain
I sang of how far I’d fall
If feet did slip on rocky path
South
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When I returned across the stream
As if foretold in sleeping dream
I felt as if I’d journeyed home
West

Who digs beneath the earth
To steal the dust of stars?
I do
And you

How Long
Where is the home I seek
On mountain peak
On wooded path
The ancient hearth

All texts by Simon Littlefield

Oliver Davis
Oliver Davis graduated from the Royal Academy of
Music in 1994 and has since composed numerous
concertos, ballet scores, albums, soundtracks and
television scores working with many of the major
London orchestras.

Only the eagle’s call
The pressing trees
The clouds that fall
The blinding mist
Who Owns The Mountain
Who owns the mountain
That climbs to heaven’s eaves?
Who pays the birds
For singing to the trees?

© Frances Marshall

Davis’ debut album Flight, recorded by the
London Symphony Orchestra with soloist Kerenza
Peacock, was released in March 2015 and quickly
rose to number 2 in the UK Specialist Classical
Charts with 5 star reviews in both the UK and US.
In addition it was chosen as Featured Album of
the Week on Classic FM and was broadcast daily
on the station. Several pieces from the album
Flight have been used for a ballet choreographed
by Ma Cong for the Tulsa Ballet Company in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.

Classic FM’s Album of the Week and featured in
their ‘Best of 2016’ show. Various pieces from
Dance and Flight were used to create the ballet
Dance Odyssey, choreographed by Peter Walker
and performed by New York City Ballet. Following
the ballet’s premiere in January 2018, The New
York Times described the music as ‘charming,
lyrical, Arcadian’.

After the release of Flight came Davis’ second
album Seasons in October 2015. This album
featured his work Anno, a contemporary take on
Vivaldi’s Quattro Stagioni. This album also charted
in the UK top 10 and was Album of the Week on
Classic FM and in the Mail on Sunday. Following
this release came Dance, recorded by the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra at Abbey Road studios
and released in September 2016. This too became

Who works the stream
That sings both night and day?
Who herds the clouds
That hide the secret way?
Who rides the sun in harness
That drives the world too fast?
-6-

Davis’ fourth album, Liberty, was released in
February 2018. This reached number 1 in the
iTunes Classical Chart and was also Classic
-7-

FM’s Album of the Week. Pieces from Liberty
formed a new ballet Bacchus, choreographed
by Matthew Neenan for Pacific Northwest Ballet
and premiered in March 2019. Davis’ next
album, Arcadia, featured a piano piece of the
same name, which on its release achieved over
a million streams on Apple Music. The album
reached number 1 in the iTunes Classical Charts,
number 4 in the UK Classical Charts and 15 in the
US Billboard Charts. September 2019 saw the
premiere of Edwaard Liang’s Lineage set to music
by Davis at New York City Ballet’s prestigious Fall
Fashion Gala, which featured costumes designed
by fashion icon Anna Sui. Solace became the sixth
album release in 2021, a lockdown album where
performers recorded remotely from all over the
globe. It entered the US Billboard Charts at no.12
and was both Classic FM’s and Scala Radio’s
Album of the Week. Interviews on both BBC Radio
3 and Scala Radio followed with the title piece
being selected by Sidra Bell for her choreographic
debut at New York City Ballet’s Fall Fashion Gala
2021.

Recent highlights include regular appearances
at Wigmore Hall and on BBC Radio 3, his debut
with Scottish Chamber Orchestra at the East Neuk
Festival and with the Christchurch Symphony
Orchestra in NZ, alongside solo recordings
with the BBC Concert and Royal Philharmonic
Orchestras. In 2021 Delphian Records released
his CD with Daniel Lebhardt to critical acclaim.

Benjamin Baker
Since winning 1st Prize at the 2016 Young
Concert Artists International Auditions in New
York and 3rd Prize at the Michael Hill Competition
in New Zealand Benjamin has established a strong
international presence.
Described by the New York Times as bringing
‘virtuosity, refinement and youthful exuberance’
to his debut at Merkin Concert Hall he is much
sought after as soloist and chamber musician.

JEREMY BUDD
Born in Hertfordshire, Jeremy started out as
a Chorister at St Paul’s Cathedral in London
before going on to study at the Royal Academy of
Music. Since finishing his studies he has been a
much in demand soloist on the concert platform
particularly for his Baroque repertoire. Jeremy
has worked with many of the foremost conductors
in this field including Sir John Eliot Gardiner,
Harry Christophers CBE, Masaaki Suzuki, Sir
Roger Norrington, Sir Charles Mackerras, Paul
McCreesh, John Butt and Bernard Labadie.

He has undertaken tours of the USA, Colombia,
China and Argentina and taken part in the Al
Bustan Festival in Lebanon and the Sanguine
Estate Music Fesitval in Australia.
2021 sees the launch of his festival in
Queenstown, New Zealand – At the World’s Edge
Festival and solo appearances with the Auckland
Philharmonia, Royal Phlharmonic and Fort Worth
Symphony Orchestras.

© Kaupo Kikkas

Benjamin plays on a Giovanni Grancino from
1694 on generous loan from a private collection.
He was a prize-winner at the YCAT International
Auditions in 2013.
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His discography includes over ten years of
recordings for the Sixteen many of which feature
him as a soloist including Acis and Galatea (as
Acis), Handel’s Saul (as the Witch of Endor) and
James MacMillan’s Stabat Mater.

Gardiner, Paul McCreesh, Philippe Herreweghe
and Harry Christophers.

(with the London Symphony Orchestra and
Tenebrae, conducted by Nigel Short) was
reviewed by Richard Morrison quite simply:
“Grace Davidson’s Pie Jesu is matchless”.

Her discography includes a decade of recordings
with The Sixteen, many of which feature her
as soloist – Handel’s Jeptha (as Angel), Dixit
Dominus, Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610, Pianto
della Madonna, Acis & Galatea (as Galatea) and
the Lutheran Masses of Bach. On BBC Radio 3’s
Building a Library, her singing in Fauré’s Requiem

Other notable recordings are the award winning
discs of Purcell’s King Arthur and The Fairy Queen
with Paul McCreesh, and Acis and Galatea with
the Early Opera Company and Christian Curnyn.

extensive radio play on Classic FM and BBC Radio.
A disc of quartets by Bax and Elgar was welcomed
as “a real winner” from “an ensemble of real depth
and musical distinction” (Classic FM Magazine),
with “an intoxicating warmth and emotional
spontaneity” (The Strad Magazine). Music Web
International christened it disc of the month, “an
unqualified success – a real must-have!” The
Pavao Quartet played on Eric Whitacre’s Light and
Gold album, which won a Grammy Award in 2012.

Grace’s purity of tone has attracted many of the
leading contemporary composers to write for her,
most notably Max Richter, who selected her as the
solo singer for many of his works including Woolfworks,
Voices, and Sleep. This piece – lasting all night – has
now been performed all over the world, including a
performance in 2019 on the Great Wall of China.

Grace Davidson
Grace specialises first and foremost in the
performance and recording of Baroque music.

Recent solo recordings for Signum Records
include Vivaldi & Handel, a disc of sacred solo
cantatas with the Academy of Ancient Music
and John Dowland: First Booke of Songes Or
Ayres with lutenist David Miller, as well as
Solace By Oliver Davis.

Grace grew up in a house whose hallway was
entirely filled by a grand piano which was being
stored for a friend of the family – music was
physically unavoidable. She learned the piano
and the violin but it was singing that she loved
the most. Taken to Cats when she was three
years old she sang along throughout or, rather,
whenever her mother’s hand wasn’t clamped
over her mouth. And it was her singing that won
her a scholarship to the Royal Academy of Music
where she won the Early Music prize. Since then
she has worked as a soloist with leading Baroque
ensembles, under the batons of Sir John Eliot
- 10 -

Kerenza was leader of the Pavão Quartet for 15
years. Their intensive concert schedule took them
to the Wigmore Hall, the Queen Elizabeth Hall,
and major festivals. Tours abroad included China,
Oman, Syria and Israel and an arc of European
cities from Lisbon to Warsaw. The Quartet
recorded 5 CDs, receiving 5 star reviews and

© Benjamin Ealovega

© Andy Staples

Kerenza Peacock
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Kerenza’s debut solo disc was the world premiere
recording of the Holbrooke Violin Concerto for
the Naxos record label, praised in Gramophone
Magazine for her “lithe, elegant violin-playing and
her easy conquest of the virtuoso demands...”
Kerenza’s recording of Vivaldi’s Four Seasons,
directed by herself from the violin, has received
much radio play and she regularly performs Vivaldi
and Bach Concertos in London’s St Martin-in-theFields. Kerenza has played on many television and
film soundtracks in Los Angeles and London.

Kazan Conservatory (Russia) and at the Music
Conservatory in Kazakhstan. She has also enjoyed
returning to The Royal Academy of Music to
adjudicate undergraduate and postgraduate
cellists along with their Chamber Music Awards.

Katherine Jenkinson
Katherine Jenkinson is recognised as one of the
UK’s leading cellists specialising in solo and
chamber music. The Independent newspaper
recently praised her “technical security backed
up by rare musical sensitivity”. She was musically
educated at The Royal Academy of Music
and has since been privileged to become an
Associate of this institution (ARAM). Katherine
has directed masterclasses at Trinity Laban,

Chamber music is a key part of Katherine’s
musical life. She was a member of The Allegri
String Quartet 2008-2011 with whom she
performed regularly and coached at many UK
Universities. Katherine is a founder member
of The Aquinas Piano Trio (2008-) and enjoys
performing with them both in the UK and abroad
with a special connection in Menton, France. They
have a busy recording schedule and are about to
release a three album deal with the Naxos Label
having recorded early Haydn Piano Trios as well
as Smetana, Rachmaninov, Lawrence Rose and
Michael Stimpson during the last year.

© Alexa Kidd-May

A keen fiddle player, and singer, Kerenza toured
with alt-bluegrass band The Coal Porters, and
wrote two songs on their latest album. She also
composed a piece, Rainbow, for solo violin and
orchestra which was performed in St Martin-inthe-Fields. She has recorded with a huge number
of artists including Sir Paul McCartney, Kanye
West, Adele, Barbra Streisand and Madonna. At
one point she was playing on all top 3 albums in
the Pop Charts, as well as the Classical no.1. In
2016, she led the orchestra on Adele’s world tour.
Kerenza studied violin at the Royal Academy
of Music with Howard Davis, and was awarded
a Leverhulme Fellowship for 2 years. She has
recently been appointed an Associate of the
Royal Academy of Music for making a “significant
contribution to the music industry”.
- 12 -

Cello and Hang for Katherine and international
star, Manu Delago which will be performed and
recorded in 2022/23. Katherine will also be
performing and recording the world premiere of
a new chamber version of Elgar Cello Concerto in
June 2022.
She plays on a 1703 Italian cello by Taningard and
is grateful to the Countess of Munster for their
help in the purchase and restoration of this cello.
It was a privilege to be involved in a iTunes and
Classic FM hit when Oliver Davis invited Katherine
to record a cello concerto called ‘Morpheus’ with
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
Elsbet Remijn
Elsbet Remijn studied at the Royal Conservatoire
of The Hague (NL), where she graduated with a
master degree of classical piano.

Katherine has performed as recitalist and
concerto soloist throughout Europe, in Africa,
Asia, USA and has even performed Dvorak
and Tchaikovsky Cello Concerti outside in
the sweltering heat of The Seychelles. In
contemporary music, she has worked closely
with composers Arvo Pärt, Oliver Davis, Anthony
Payne, Richard Allain and Thomas Hyde. Richard
Allain is currently composing a concerto for

As a pianist who embraces all aspects of
performance, Elsbet is part of the theatrical
piano duo Beth & Flo. Together with her colleague
pianist Claudette Verhulst, she performs in
concert halls as well as in theatres, with their
own comedy-meets-classical music show. Beth
& Flo have played concerts in New York, Sicily,
- 13 -

the group in 2017, they have commissioned more
than 30 original compositions for their novel
combination of instruments, including works
by Aleksey Igudesman, Oystein Baadsvik and
Stephan Boehme.

Lukas Hanke studied the viola in Stuttgart
and was a fellowship holder of the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. A longtime member
of the famous STEGREIF.orchester, he has
increasingly focused on chamber music and his
great passion: education projects.

© Nanieke van den Berg

David Hanke studied the recorder in Zurich,
Vienna and Amsterdam. He is a member of
the early music ensemble CEMBALESS and a
much sought-after specialist in baroque music.
Numerous guest appearances at, among others,
Internationale Händel Festpiele Göttingen,
Internationale Bachakademie Stuttgart and the
Bachfest Leipzig.

He has since conducted recordings with the Royal
Philharmonic, Philharmonia, London Symphony,
Munich Symphony, Vienna Symphony and City of
Prague Philharmonic orchestras and has given
concerts with the BBC Concert Orchcestra, Malmo
Symphony, Seville Symphony, Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic, Royal Scottish National, Dallas
Symphony, Tokyo Philharmonic, Ulster orchestra
and the Russian Philharmonic orchestra.

Jonathan Hanke currently studies the piano
in Stuttgart, where he specialises in classical
improvisation, jazz piano – and composing. Which
is just as well as there is no musical literature for
the Hanke Brothers’ singular needs. On top of
his solo career, he also regularly composes and
arranges for other artists.

He conducts film music concerts all over the
world and has conducted recordings of over thirty
albums of film music including two volumes of
Hitchcock film scores, albums of the music of

Fabian Hanke, the youngest of the brothers,
recently began to study the tuba in Hanover. He
learnt to play the violin before he grew old enough
to tackle the tuba – and is still fascinated by
the wealth of sounds emanating from this giant
instrument. Fabian is a fellowship holder of the
German Tuba Society.
© Nico Schwarz / Fohhn Media

THE HANKE BROTHERS
From Sindelfingen in South West Germany, the
Hanke Brothers grew up in a family immersed in
classical music and have played together for as
long as they can remember. Since establishing
- 14 -

Paul Bateman
Paul Bateman studied piano, organ, singing and
‘cello at the Guildhall School of Music in London,
and began his musical life as an accompanist,
chamber musician and opera repetiteur.

© Terry Crouch

Germany and the UK. The duo reached the finals
of the ‘Amsterdams Kleinkunst Festival’ in October
2020, performed in Het Concertgebouw and
other leading halls in The Netherlands, and is on
a mission to present classical music in a different
light for a wide audience.
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Bernard Herrmann, Maurice Jarre, John Williams
and Ennio Morricone, and collections of Korngold,
Steiner and Tiomkin. His total discography now
includes over seventy recordings, many of which
feature daily on Classic FM.

feature on their albums. He also arranges for the
albums and concerts of violinist Daniel Hope and
he is now Principal Conductor of the National
Symphony Orchestra (UK).

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
First Violins
Duncan Riddell
Tamás András
Esther Kim
Joana Valentinaviciute
Andrew Klee
Second Violins
Andrew Storey
David O’Leary
Jenifer Christie
Stephen Payne
Manuel Porta
Charles Nolan

Violas
Abigail Fenna
Liz Varlow
Ugne Tiškuté
Esther Harling

Flutes
Harry Winstanley

Cellos
Richard Harwood
Jonathan Ayling
Chantal Webster
Roberto Sorrentino

Clarinets
Katherine Lacy
Jernej Albreht

Double Basses
David Gordon
Benjamin Cunningham

French Horns
Kathryn Saunders
James Pillai
Carsten Williams
Matthew Horn

Piccolo
Helen Kleen

Bassoon
Richard Ion
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Trumpets
Chris Avison
Adam Wright
Trombones
Matthew Gee
Ryan Hume
Timpani
Stephen Quigley
Harp
Skaila Kanga

© Ben Wright

Paul is delighted to have recorded this new album
for Oliver Davis, and greatly looks forward to all
future collaboration.

Paul conducts for major artists around the world
including Sarah Brightman, Sir Bryn Terfel, Joseph
Calleja and José Carreras and his arrangements

The RPO collaborates with the most inspiring
artists and was thrilled to welcome Vasily Petrenko
as its new Music Director in August 2021. His
appointment stands as a major landmark in the
Orchestra’s history, signalling its determination
to broaden the audience for orchestral music
while enhancing its reputation as one of the
world’s most versatile ensembles. Vasily Petrenko
made his debut with the RPO at London’s Royal
Albert Hall in March 2016 delivering a powerful
interpretation of Mahler’s Symphony No.2,
‘Resurrection’. His rapport with the Orchestra’s
players has been reaffirmed with subsequent
London performances, and forthcoming plans
include a series of Mahler’s choral symphonies at
the Royal Albert Hall, the great works of English
composers at the Southbank Centre’s Royal
Festival Hall, and tours to Germany and leading

As the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (RPO)
celebrates its 75th anniversary, its mission to
enrich lives through orchestral experiences
that are uncompromising in their excellence
and inclusive in their appeal, places the RPO
at the forefront of music-making in the UK and
internationally. Typically performing approximately
200 concerts each season and with a worldwide
audience of more than half-a-million people,
the Orchestra embraces a broad repertoire that
enables it to reach the most diverse audience
of any British symphony orchestra. Whilst
artistic integrity remains paramount, the RPO
is unafraid to push boundaries and is equally at
home recording video game, film and television
soundtracks and working with pop stars, as it is
performing the great symphonic repertoire.
- 17 -

European festivals. Vasily Petrenko joins a roster of
titled conductors that includes Pinchas Zukerman
(Principal Guest Conductor), Alexander Shelley
(Principal Associate Conductor) and Grzegorz
Nowak (Permanent Associate Conductor).

with communities to ensure that live orchestral
music is accessible to as inclusive and diverse
an audience as possible. To achieve this, in 1993
the Orchestra launched RPO Resound, which
has grown to become the most innovative and
respected orchestral community and education
programme in the UK and internationally.

In addition to the Orchestra’s annual season of
concerts in London’s Royal Albert Hall, Southbank
Centre’s Royal Festival Hall and its home Cadogan
Hall, the RPO is a respected cultural ambassador
and enjoys a busy schedule of international
touring, performing in the world’s great concert
halls and at prestigious international festivals.

The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra has always
been entrepreneurial and in 1986 it was the first
UK orchestra to launch its own record label. The
RPO has gone on to embrace advances in digital
technology and now achieves nearly thirty million
downloads of its recorded music each year.
The Orchestra is increasingly active online (rpo.
co.uk) and on social media (@rpoonline) providing
audiences with the opportunity to engage with the
RPO and enjoy ‘behind-the-scenes’ insights.

The RPO is recognised as being the UK’s most
in-demand orchestra, an accolade that would have
pleased Sir Thomas Beecham, who founded the
RPO in 1946. His mission was to lead a vital revival
of UK orchestras after World War II and form an
ensemble that comprised the finest musicians in
the country. The Orchestra has since attracted a
glittering list of principal conductors, including
Rudolf Kempe, Antal Doráti, Walter Weller, André
Previn, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Yuri Temirkanov,
Daniele Gatti and Charles Dutoit.

Recorded at Air Lyndhurst Studios, London on 24th and
25th November 2021
(with additional solos for 2 Pieces for 4 Brothers
recorded by Chris Bollinger at Alte Ziagrrenfabrik
studios, Germany)

Simon Littlefield
Simon Littlefield is a writer. He first collaborated
with Oliver Davis in 2020, when three of his
poems based on myths were set by Oliver for
his album, Solace.
Simon has written for radio and television,
including dramas and adaptations for BBC Radio.

Recording Engineer – Jake Jackson
All tracks composed, orchestrated, produced and mixed
by Oliver Davis.
Co-produced by Emma Heathcote
Mastered by Mike Hatch

For this latest work with Oliver, he wrote the texts
for the song cycle Mountain Songs, and for the
songs Every Day and Mirror.
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Passion, versatility and uncompromising artistic
standards are the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra’s
hallmarks, and as it looks forward to an exciting
future with its new Music Director, Vasily
Petrenko, it will continue to be recognised as
one of the world’s most open-minded, forwardthinking and accessible symphony orchestras.
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The RPO aims to place orchestral music at the
heart of contemporary society, collaborating with
creative partners to foster a deeper engagement
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